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Chapter 271 He’s Going To Love You For The Rest Of His Life 
The atmosphere in the office was freezing. Harold couldn’t help but shiver! He felt cold 
all over. 
Maybe nobody else knew, but Jordy did. This time, Jonathan was serious! 
No meetings ever pushed back and every action suited to the word, he had broken his 
rules repeatedly! 
Good for Jonathan! Excellent! 
“Go find out about that bank card.” 
Harold’s eyes flickered. Jonathan had purposely posted it, which only meant he wanted 
it to be verified. Would it be a slap in the face to him if the card didn’t belong to Gloria? 
That account surely belonged to Gloria, if he had to make the verification. Mr. Collins 
had made him 
hold a candle to the sun… 

He didn’t say anything else but only answered respectfully, “Yes.” 
He left when he found Jordy was silent. 
Jonathan was in a good mood. Everyone in the company benefited from it and took the 
afternoon 
off. 
However… 
There were thick clouds above Collins Group. The perfect scheme they had thought to 
be was overruled, and everyone in the company had to burn the midnight oil… 
Wu 
And at the thought of the afternoon-off the Brown Group staff had taken, people started 
to suspect that Gloria had something to do with both of the companies. 
As for Gloria, she was speechless over the trending topic on Twitter, but she didn’t want 
to talk to Jonathan anymore, because it just wouldn’t work. She was afraid that her 
words would become another inspiration for his tweets. 
However, Nydia couldn’t wait for another second. She called Gloria directly. 
Gloria was helpless and picked up. 
“Holy shit, girl! What’s happened? Are you hooking up with Jonathan Brown? You know 
what a man he is. You can’t be doing that!” 
“It was an accident,” Gloria felt her head was going to explode. 
Nydia’s face fell. “I don’t believe you at all! You went to Brown Group in person, and 
gave Jonathan a bank card. Someone even saw you give the bank card to him to keep 
him! Are you out of your mind, 
Gloria? A love affair with a man like him is no good. He is really dangerous!” 
Jordy and Jonathan! 
Both of the men were wonderful, but both of them were bad for her. 
She had gotten hurt really bad by Jordy, so she knew what it meant to be with another 



man like him. Did she want to follow the same track with Jonathan? 
Nydia was really worried! But the next second, she became hesitant, “Or, have you 
done it purposely just to get back at the Collins? If so, it’s only right to have a get-back. 
Some of the comments said you were proving Jordy, as well as his mother and grandpa 
blind with your actions.” 
“I’m not,” Gloria took a deep breath, “He just wanted to use me to piss Jordy off. In the 
bank card was the money I have returned to him. The last time I represented Jonathan, 
we claimed ten million more from Jordy, which was not written in the contract. So he 
gave the money to me. I couldn’t take 
it.” 
Nydia was suspicious to the extreme, “You’re not lying to me?” 
“Of course not,” Gloria said with absolute certainty, while Nydia still felt something was 
wrong. 
She was not sure what was wrong, so she sighed helplessly at last, “You’re an excellent 
woman, maybe way too excellent. There wouldn’t have so much happened! I mean… 
look at me. I don’t have so many troubles as you. Jonathan is a wonderful man, but he 
is way too dangerous. You… you have to think about it! You can’t be together with this 
man. That way, even Bryson is better than him. He’s going to love you for the rest of his 
life!” 
Gloria’s eyes flickered. She didn’t want to bring Bryson into the conversation, so she 
had to reply softly, “I know.” 
Hearing Gloria’s answer, Nydia saw nothing she could say to her now, but she opened 
her mouth again, “Right, Mr. Lee has asked for you.”  
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Chapter 272 Are You Busy Now, Jordy 
“It is set already?” Gloria looked at ease. 
“Yes. He said he’s gotten most of the connections straight. The session could be 
opened the day after tomorrow. He wanted to know if you’d be free. He can postpone it 
if you’re not.” 
“The day after tomorrow is fine.” 
And she could go to White Group after all of these were settled. 
Everything would work out just well and fine. 
“Wow! You are my Goddess of Luck. I love you, girl!” 
Nydia mwah-ed into the phone as she said it. 
“Gross,” Laughed Gloria, ” what else?” 
“Nothing more. You go to bed and rest.” 

“OK.” 
On Twitter, things kept brewing. People were getting jealous of Gloria. 
-Angry Birdie, [I’m literally jealous of Gloria. A new boss appeared right after the 



divorce. And he is treating her like a princess. He’s even wooing her. Mr. Brown might 
be a player, but he has never 
tweeted about a woman ever!) 
– Norma’s fan, (Couldn’t agree more! I’m so proud of my Norma! She’s won his heart 
over without even trying. But seriously, would he be good to my Norma since he is such 
a playboy! 
-Jordy Is My Hubby: He will! They should be together right now! That way my hubby 
Jordie would get rid of that disaster forever. Thanks to her!) 
-Ever Too Late, [I wonder what Gloria’s opinion is now, but is her willingness to go to 
the Brown Group a sign to say yes?) 
Top comments followed one after another, and many influencers had also reposted 
Jonathan’s 
tweets 
But Gloria had never given a precise answer, so nobody really knew exactly if they were 
really together or not. People kept gossiping. 
While in Collins Group, the atmosphere was solemn. Everyone was very careful so as 
not to anger 
their CEO and worked hard into late night. 
But there were still people that kept making mistakes. 
What had happened these days had kept Jordy working in Collins Group and he had 
gotten no time for Angela 
While she stayed in the hospital and was bored to death waiting for the man, who had 
never shown up! 
She had thought that Jordy, if he was any competitive, would come to see her in light of 
what Gloria had done, and created some gossip, of which the title she had come up 
with. However, Jordy had never shown up, not once! 
But tonight, she just couldn’t sit there still anymore. 
She called Jordy directly without even thinking. She was worried that Jordy would not 
pick up but… 
He picked up after only four beeps. 
“What?” asked the man in a low and cold voice, which Angela loved very much. 
“Are you busy now, Jordy? Is it a bad time?” Angela was sensible and gentle as usual, 
totally different from the thorny Gloria. 
Jordy rubbed his eyes. He had no idea since when he had started to constantly 
compare Gloria with Angela. 
“I’m working, but you can speak.” 
The hidden message was, that he couldn’t go to see her now. 
Disappointment crossed Angela’s eyes, but soon she smiled, “You’re busy, right. I’ll 
leave you alone then. I’m just calling to say that you don’t have to come to the hospital 
anymore. I’ll be discharged tomorrow.” 
“How long have you been there exactly?” Jordy frowned. 
“For seven days,” Angela felt much better when Jordy paid attention to her.  
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Chapter 272 Are You Busy Now, Jordy 
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tweets 
But Gloria had never given a precise answer, so nobody really knew exactly if they were 
really together or not. People kept gossiping. 
While in Collins Group, the atmosphere was solemn. Everyone was very careful so as 
not to anger 
their CEO and worked hard into late night. 
But there were still people that kept making mistakes. 
What had happened these days had kept Jordy working in Collins Group and he had 
gotten no time for Angela 
While she stayed in the hospital and was bored to death waiting for the man, who had 
never shown up! 
She had thought that Jordy, if he was any competitive, would come to see her in light of 
what Gloria had done, and created some gossip, of which the title she had come up 
with. However, Jordy had never shown up, not once! 
But tonight, she just couldn’t sit there still anymore. 
She called Jordy directly without even thinking. She was worried that Jordy would not 



pick up but… 
He picked up after only four beeps. 
“What?” asked the man in a low and cold voice, which Angela loved very much. 
“Are you busy now, Jordy? Is it a bad time?” Angela was sensible and gentle as usual, 
totally different from the thorny Gloria. 
Jordy rubbed his eyes. He had no idea since when he had started to constantly 
compare Gloria with Angela. 
“I’m working, but you can speak.” 
The hidden message was, that he couldn’t go to see her now. 
Disappointment crossed Angela’s eyes, but soon she smiled, “You’re busy, right. I’ll 
leave you alone then. I’m just calling to say that you don’t have to come to the hospital 
anymore. I’ll be discharged tomorrow.” 
“How long have you been there exactly?” Jordy frowned. 
“For seven days,” Angela felt much better when Jordy paid attention to her.  
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Chapter 274 He’s Never Loved That Woman 
Every time he was here, he was reticent, and it made him feel uncomfortable all over. 
Angela looked at Jordy with a smile, “Jordy, you can go back if you still have work to do. 
I’ll have to stay here for another night of observation before they make sure it’s okay for 
me to leave 
tomorrow.” 
“I’ll be here to pick you up,” fordy’s voice was very calm. 
Angela suddenly felt very flattered. Her eyes flickered before she said, “Jordy, are you 
still mad at me about what happened earlier? I lost myself that time. I’m sorry…” 
Jordy took a sigh, “What’s past is in the past. Don’t mention it anymore.” 
Angela blinked, but still, she smiled and nodded, and said obediently, “Sure.” 
Jordy sat on the chair next to her bed, as if on pins and needles. Angels could sense 
that he wanted 

to leave. 
Just as he was about to open his mouth, Angela said with a smile, “I was on Twitter 
earlier today, Jordy. I saw the tweet Mr. Brown posted. Did.. did you see it?” 
Jordy’s face fell and he said nothing. 
There was this endless jealousy in Angela’s eyes. She still couldn’t forget the day when 
Jordy had taken the initiative to kiss Gloria! 
Why! 
Why her! 
Angela took a breath and smiled, “Actually… I was kind of worried about what should be 
done to your deteriorated relationship? She loved you and cared about you so much 
after all. I was thinking, what should she do with her life after the divorce of yours?” 



Jordy’s face became glummer, but Angela pretended to have not seen it. Instead, she 
continued with a smile, “Now she has found happiness again. I’m very happy for her.” 
Jordy couldn’t help but suddenly laugh, “Found happiness? You think Jonathan could 
make Gloria happy?” 
Angela was open-mouthed, but the next second she smiled, “I know Mr. Brown has a 
bad reputation, but I’ve never seen him do so much for a woman before. I think his 
feelings for Gloria 
are real. I know you don’t love her, Jordy, but you want to see her happy, right?” 
Jordy sneered, and the sarcasm in his ice-cold eyes grew thicker and stronger. 
Angela looked at Jordy with a worried face, and couldn’t help but take his hand, “What’s 
wrong, 
Jordy? Are you mad at me? Did I say something wrong?” 
There was this sudden confusion in her eyes, and she became a little panicked. 
Jordy came to himself at once, “Either her life or death has nothing to do with me now. 
Don’t mention it anymore.” 
Angela looked at him in disbelief, “Jordy…” 
Maybe she was afraid to make him angry, because she said nothing but that. 
But deep inside, she was extremely happy. Jordy was mad now. She didn’t believe 
Jordy would do anything more to Gloria this time. He should be giving up by now, in 
light of the relationship between Gloria and Jonathan. 
Give up… 
When she realized she had used []give up, her face suddenly fell! 
She could use [ ]give up! 
He had never loved that woman! 
And just as she was trying to think of something to say, Jordy suddenly stood up. 
Angela’s face changed slightly. She looked over at him subconsciously and wanted to 
find a topic to make him stay, but Jordy had opened his mouth first, “There are still a lot 
of things to do in the company. I should be leaving. I’ll be here to pick you up tomorrow.” 
Angela’s eyes were filled with wistfulness. Unwillingly and reluctantly, she nodded, “OK, 
it’s very late. You should go to bed and rest now. Don’t get yourself too tired. I’ll be…”  
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Chapter 275 I’ll Take Her Home 
Rarely, Jordy raised his eyes to look at her. Angela bit her lips, and said shyly, “I’ll be 
worried.” 
Jordy said nothing eventually. He turned and left. 
Angela looked at his back, with deep obsession in her eyes. This man, he had really 
loved him for so 
long 
And it wouldn’t be long, before she could marry him! 
She was going to marry him soon! 



The more she thought about it, the happier she became. 
And Jordy’s visit to Angela in the hospital became a trending topic on Twitter as 
planned. They tried to hype it up, but… the topic was canceled in several minutes. 

When Angela found out about that, her face went pale! 
She had had it planned for publicity and popularity, to let everyone know that she and 
Jordy were a couple. 
But it had been canceled in a blink of an eye. Nobody would have canceled that except 
for Jordy. 
But… why had he done that?! 
Angela’s face went pale again. That horrible feeling kept coming at her, but there was 
nothing she could do now, nor did she think she should do. If the topic started to trend 
again, it would only be 
telling Jordy that it had something to do with her. 
Bang! 
Angela slammed her fist against the bed. All the excitement she had had was gone 
now! 
He had feelings for Gloria now, he must have! 
However, Gloria had spent three years trying to let him fall in love with her but failed. 
Why did he start to care about her after the divorce? How was that possible? 
The next day, Jordy did what he had said and came to pick Angela up. 
Angela was still sitting in bed when he arrived at the hospital. 
Seeing Jordy have come, Martha hurried to say, “Mr. Collins, you’re really here. You’re 
a busy man, and Angela has recovered this time. You didn’t have to come in person.” 
Claude nodded politely too, “Martha is right, Mr. Collins. It’s nothing serious.” 
Jordy nodded his head slightly, “It’s what I should do. Let’s get out of here now.” 
Angela had changed out of her hospital gown into her own clothes. 
However, she still couldn’t use her legs and needed someone to put her into the 
wheelchair. But Jordy didn’t seem to want to do that. He was basically giving an order. 
There was something subtle on both Martha’s and Angela’s faces. Seeing Jordy was 
not doing anything, Claude had but to nod hurriedly, “OK, let’s go. Angela, put your 
arms around my neck.” 
Angela’s eyes were filled with disappointment. More than disappointment was disbelief. 
Normally, Jordy would have hugged her, but today… what was wrong with him! She had 
almost blurted out. 
Soon, Claude wheeled Angela next to the car. Martha hurried to open her mouth, “Mr. 
Collins, I know you have a lot of work to do. Why don’t you go back? I’ll take care of 
Angela.” 
Jordy’s eyes blinked. Claude nodded hurriedly with a smile, “Right, it’s nothing serious. 
It’s not as bad as it seemed the day the accident happened.” 
The hidden message was, that Angela had suffered a lot because of him! 
Jordy’s eyes flickered, “No, I’ll take her home.” 
Angela’s grappled nerves finally relaxed. 
At his insistence, Claude nodded, “OK… Good, that’s very kind of you, Mr. Collins.” 
Jordy didn’t say anything else. He opened the door to the back seat, waiting for Claude 
to put her in the car.  
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Chapter 276 Ungrateful Behavior 
Angela became even more disappointed, but she had to put up with it. With the door 
closed, Claude 
and Martha didn’t want to be the third wheel. Jordy got in the car and started the engine. 
Angela looked at Jordy with her lips compressed. Kind remarks like (Iyou are a busy 
man and you can go were said too many times, she couldn’t repeat that. It’d be too 
repetitive. 
But at the moment, she couldn’t find any topics now to bring them closer… 
However, at the thought of that, her eyes flickered! Something suddenly came into her 
mind! 
With her eyes on the cars and people outside on the crowded street, Angela broke into 
a smile, “Do you remember when we were little kids, Jordy?” 
“What?” Jordy drove his car and asked lightly. 
Angela smiled, “I remember, we used to play together. Childhood seems to be the 
happiest time of our life. There were a lot of kids, and we often met each other at 
parties. It was a simpler world without the dark part of adulthood. Nothing but innocence 
and fun. I miss that.” 

Jordy’s eyes flickered. His childhood memory suddenly came rushing back. At that time, 
he and Gloria… 
Screech 
He suddenly hit the brakes hard! 
The sudden stopping of the car plunged her forward, but good thing was that she had 
worn her seat 
belt. 
The car in front of them had suddenly hit the brakes. It was a red light, which had 
brought him back to reality, so he had suddenly hit the brakes. 
He had gotten lost just now! 
Jordy compressed his lips, while Angela hurried to ask, “Are you tired, Jordy? Was it 
because the car in front of us had stopped too suddenly?” 
Jordy’s face was calm, “I’m fine.” 
And the next second, her face changed all of a sudden! 
The kids he had often played with! Beside her, there had also been Gloria! 
Jordy must have thought of Gloria and himself! 
Shit! 
Why had she had to mention things about Gloria?! 
But… 
For all these years, to suck up to Gloria and fit into the circles of the rich kids, she had 
been together with Gloria wherever she had gone. They had been like the closest 
sisters. 



She had been like the sister she had never had, according to what people said. 
But only she knew how she had wanted to replace Gloria. She had wanted to be Miss 
White! 
And one day, her dream had become true. 
God only knew how happy she had been! 
But now! She wanted to replace Gloria and be Mrs. Collins! Gloria had been thrown out! 
And now she was going to be Mrs. Collins! 
It didn’t matter. Jordy just had so much on his mind to deal with now. She was willing to 
give him time. And she also believed that he would fall in love with her during their time 
together! 
Nobody opened their mouths again. Angela looked sweet and obedient, which had 
somehow loosened up the atmosphere in the car. Jordy didn’t slow the car until they 
found themselves at the gate of the White residence. 
Claude’s car was also back in sight behind them. 
Jordy got off the car, while Claude purposely slowed his car a little bit and frowned, “I 
don’t believe he’ll still be waiting for me to carry Angela.” 
Martha had a serious look on her face, “I was suspicious when Angela called me last 
night. I’m getting the feeling that Jordy has changed. Does he still want to marry our 
daughter?” 
“How much has she suffered for him? What ungrateful behavior that would be!”  
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Chapter 277 A Familiar Figure 
Claude sounded a little irritated, and he drove his car very slowly. 
As for Jordy, after getting off the car, he didn’t rush to open the door to the back seat. 
Angela had a complicated expression on her face. She took a breath and opened the 
door herself. And soon one leg of hers was out of the car. 
Jordy hurried to walk up and stop her, “Don’t rush.” 
Angela’s eyes flickered. She couldn’t help but look at the man with some disbelief in her 
eyes and said in a trembling voice, “I almost got… by these men. Does it bother you?” 
Her face was pale as sheets. She looked at him through her tearful eyes. 
Jordy frowned a little bit, “You’re overthinking.” 
The tremor in Angela’s eyelashes brought tears down her face, “I know… I’m not good 
enough for you anymore. But I was not… they didn’t…” 
She could not finish her words. 

Jordy frowned, “No, it does not bother me. I was afraid it might bother you. That was 
why I kept the 
distance.” 
There was a surprise in Angela’s eyes. She lift her just lowered head with hopes in her 
eyes, “Really?” 



A complicated feeling crossed his eyes. Deep inside, he felt agitated. Normally, he 
would find it natural to take her to the hospital whenever she felt not well. She had been 
his lifesaver. But now, he didn’t want to touch her. 
“Yes,” Jordy nodded with ease. 
Angela recovered from the sadness instantly, her eyes filled with touched feelings, 
“You’re so sweet, Jordy.” 
Jordy looked away and didn’t want to meet her touched eyes, feeling as if he was lying 
to her. He felt 
guilty. 
Angela hesitated before she opened her mouth eventually, “Actually, they didn’t…” 
Jordy nodded his head slightly, but he didn’t try to pick her up. Instead, he looked at 
Claude’s car 
impatiently. He had taken forever to finish these last couple hundred meters! 
Claude seemed to have noticed Jordy’s impatiently cold eyes, so he dared not to dally 
but hit the gas. 
Martha’s face changed, “What are you doing? I told you to drive slowly!” 
“Forget it. You look at Jordy’s impatient face. He just doesn’t to hug Angela. Did he hurt 
his hands or something?” 
“Oh?” Martha took a subconscious look at Jordy’s hands. She was too far away from 
him and couldn’t see anything. “It’s possible. Hands, elbows, or arms. Or anywhere else 
to hug her,” said she unknowingly. 
“Never mind. Maybe he just wants to avert suspicion of any kind. They’re not married 
after all. Maybe he’s afraid we might get suspicious. OK, she’s my daughter. I’ll carry 
her back to her room.” 
Claude got off as he said it. 
He made quick steps to them and smiled, “Thank you for the ride, Mr. Collins. I’ve 
gotten some really good coffee recently. Would like a taste?” 
“I still got work at the company. Maybe next time,” Jordy said flatly and ignored 
everyone. After Claude had taken Angela out of his car, he got in and drove off. 
Before he left, Jordy saw the wistfulness in Angela’s eyes, but it soon became the 
support for his decisions. 
Jordy had a complicated look in his eyes. He hit the gas but soon saw the red light. He 
slowed his car but… a car behind him rear-ended him. 
Bang! 
Jordy’s face suddenly fell. 
Then, a familiar figure got off the white Maybach behind him. His knitted brows suddenly 
loosened up.  
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Chapter 278 Mix Business With Personal Feelings 
The woman got off the car and didn’t head toward Jordy. Instead, she looked behind 



herself and knitted her beautiful eyebrows. Jordy noticed something wrong and got off 
the car too. 
It turned out that the car behind hers had been very fast and hit her car, which caused 
hers to hit his car. 
The driver of the third car got off. It was a greasy middle-aged man with a big belly. At 
the sight of the beautiful Gloria, his anger suddenly disappeared. “So I guess you’re the 
driver of this car, beautiful. Then I’ll forgive you for slamming the brakes!” 
Gloria frowned, “So you’re blaming it on me?” 
“Obviously, you hit the car in front of yours, which was why I bumped into yours. Look, 
the car in front of yours, as well as mine, is expensive. It wouldn’t be enough for the 
compensation even if you sell your Maybach. Listen, why don’t you be my whore? I’ll 
cover all of it for you!” 
Jordy shot a cold look directly at him. The man couldn’t help but shiver and took a 
subconscious look at Jordy. When he found out who the man was, his face changed, 
and walked up to Jordy respectfully. “What a coincidence! I can’t believe I can meet you 
here, Mr. Brown. What a lifetime honor! I’m Zyan Harlow from Komand Group,” he gave 
a smile of flattery. 

Gloria suddenly froze. Jordy? 
She was stunned when she looked over to find it was Jordy. 
She had been behind this black car this whole time, but she had never noticed the plate 
number. 
Now when she took another look, it was his car indeed. 
Gloria was a little muddled up. Was it karma? 
Karma that was endless? 
Jordy stared at the man with a look as sharp as a knife, without any intention of talking 
to the man. Then he turned to Gloria, with impatience in his eyes. 
The dress she was wearing was not gifted by him. 
Gloria still found it weird between the two of them because of the kiss the other day. 
She looked away and pulled out her phone to call the police. But before she could even 
dial 911, a policeman in the vicinity had come. Gloria opened her mouth, “Hello, Office. 
I’ve got a dash cam in my car. Please help us with the responsibility.” 
The office gave a cooperative nod. After a full inspection, he started with the division of 
responsibility. 
Obviously, the man behind them should take full responsibility. 
Maliciousness clouded the man’s eyes. He couldn’t control his eyes on Gloria’s curvy 
body. He’d get this woman sooner or later! 
There was not a woman that he could not have! 
However, noticing the murderous eyes of Jordy, the man thought he must have become 
impatient, so he hurried to say, “Okay! I’ll take full responsibility! So be it!” 
If it hadn’t been for Jordy, he would surely have pinned it all on Gloria and let her take 
full responsibility. Because in his view, Gloria couldn’t afford the compensation. 
Soon their cars were pulled over to the roadside and taken away by the insurance 
company. 
Gloria had wanted to take a taxi, but her phone rang. She picked it up. 
“Where are you?” Bryson’s voice was so soft and gentle. 



“Do you need me for something?” Gloria asked instead of answering. 
“There’s this case recently. Lloyd Group is in trouble. Do you have some time for a 
talk?” 
Gloria’s eyes flickered. She had been trying to avoid Bryson, but that didn’t mean she 
would mix business with personal feelings.”  
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Chapter 279 Freezing Cold 
Bryson was her good friend, so Gloria wanted to help him. She said, “It’s Okay. Do you 
want to talk to me about it now?” 
“Well, I’m on my way. I’m thinking about getting the papers to your lawyer’s office and 
talking to you about the details.” 
At that moment, neither Jordy nor Zayn had left, and Jordy had called to have him 
picked up. 
Zayn tried to curry favor with Jordy, so he dared not leave, but Jordy was obviously 
impatient. Then he turned to look at him. “You are very annoying.” 
Zayn’s expression changed a bit. The next moment, he became irritated! 
He had just stooped so low, but he didn’t expect Jordy to be so impatient with him. 
What’s the big deal of him being so much? 
But Zayn only dared to think that in his mind. He hastily apologized and said, “I’m sorry, 
Mr. Collins. I’ll shut up right now!” 

At that instant, there was a sudden silence. Finally, Jordy could listen to what Gloria had 
to say. Seeing her look around, she then slowly said, “Well, you can come to pick me 
up. I’ll send you a location. We’ll talk on the way.” 
“Okay.” 
Gloria hung up the phone and then sent Bryson the location. 
Bryson was a little surprised they were so close. Then he instantly sent back a voice 
message. 
“There’s heavy traffic ahead. And I’m right around the corner. Please wait for me a 
little.” 
Gloria replied and then put the phone down. 
She had no intention of talking to Jordy from the beginning to the end. Zayn sensed that 
something was wrong. Then, he looked at Jordy and wondered, “Mr. Collins, do you 
have a crush on that woman? If you like her, I can help you with it.” 
Gloria was at a certain distance from them, so she did not hear their conversation. At 
that moment, Jordy looked even colder. 
“If you dare to touch her, you are dead!” Jordy said and then ran over to Gloria. 
Zayn froze. Did the two of them know each other? Well, if they didn’t know each other, 
how could they both be walking one after the other? 
While Gloria was waiting for Bryson to come and pick her up. She suddenly noticed that 



Jordy was getting closer and closer to her. Then, she subconsciously turned her head 
and saw Jordy already 
walking toward her. 
Gloria’s eyes fluttered slightly. However, thinking that they were on the street, she felt 
that he could not do anything to her, so she just stood still. 
Jordy looked at her coldly and said in an icy voice, “Gloria, I warned you. You didn’t 
listen to a word of it, did you?” 
Gloria looked at him with a calm expression. “Do I have to listen to your warnings?” 
Even if Jordy hadn’t explained the situation to her, Gloria knew he must be angry 
because she had been too close to Jonathan lately, and there were a lot of trending 
topics about them. 
The look on Jordy’s face was getting colder and colder. He even wanted to strangle her 
now! 
He said coldly, “If you don’t want me to take things too far, Gloria, you’d better behave 
yourself. Otherwise, you know the consequences!” 
Although Jordy spoke those fierce words to her in a threatening and warning tone, 
Gloria did not care and gave him a look. 
She didn’t have any family now. And the person who cared most about her was his 
grandmother, so he had nothing to threaten her with. 
She loved him before, so she was willing to suffer even if she had to. But he was 
nothing to her now. 
Seeing that Gloria ignored him, Jordy burst out in anger! Even Gloria felt the cold air 
around her as if she was in an ice cellar. 
She turned to look away. When she saw Bryson’s car driving this way, she quickly 
waved to Bryson and walked over to his car.  
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Chapter 280 Winning the Case 
Jordy was a nutcase right now, so Gloria didn’t want to be with this paranoid man! 
She knew the reason Jordy didn’t want her and Jonathan to spend a lot of time together 
was that she was valued by his grandparents. If she was smitten with Jonathan, she 
might take action against the 
Collins Group, and his grandparents might spare her. It was likely to bring serious 
damage to the Collins Group. Therefore, Jordy would never allow such a thing to 
happen. 
Even if Jordy didn’t warn her, Gloria knew this. Even if for the sake of his grandparents, 
she would never do anything against Collins Group. 

Jordy’s face was cold. Because they were on the street, he didn’t want to argue with 
her. And he had important things to do now. 



When he saw the car stop, Jordy spotted the person sitting in the driver’s seat! 
Jordy got angry while laughing out loud! 

Why haven’t I noticed before that Gloria is so tactful that she has so many men around 
her? 
Without looking at Jordy, Gloria got in the car and said, “Drive.” 
Bryson noticed Jordy standing there, so he was a little surprised and said, “What are 
you doing with him?” 
Gloria said, “I was just waiting for a red light on the road. I saw a car tailgating me from 
behind. My 
car rear-ended him. I got out of the car and realized the car in front of me was his.” 
Bryson nodded and tried to contain the affectionate look in his eyes. 
Gloria turned her head to him and said, “Tell me about yourself.” 
“The file is in the glove compartment in front of you. Look at it first.” Bryson said in a soft 
voice as he continued to drive, “Shall we go to your law firm now?” 
“Nope. Let’s find somewhere else to talk.” 
Then Gloria held the file out. Actually, she just didn’t want too many people to see the 
two of them together. Just like she didn’t want anyone to see her and Jonathan, but 
Jonathan had his intentions, so she couldn’t get rid of him. 
“Okay.” Bryson continued driving and started looking for a place while Gloria looked 
carefully at the documents. 
The documents were about a dozen pages long. And each page had a lot of words. She 
didn’t finish reading it until they reached their destination. 
Bryson had already parked the car in the parking space. Seeing Bryson get out of the 
car, Gloria 
suddenly said, “Let’s just stay here. We don’t have to get out of the car.” 
A look of surprise flashed in Bryson’s eyes. In fact, he did not want to get out of the car, 
because he felt that he could stay with her in this confined place. And he could look at 
her stunning face and her cold eyes up close. 
Althat moment, she was the only one he could see. 
He did not speak and looked at her with a soft gaze. And he didn’t keep staring at her 
because he didn’t want to make Gloria uncomfortable. 
11 look Gloria about fifteen minutes to finish reading all the papers. 
It was a very simple case for her. She looked at Bryson and said, “You can win the 
case, but do you only want them to give you the space? They’re overbearing, so it’s 
easy for us to get them to pay.” 
Bryson laughed and said, “I know, but my dad doesn’t want to get in trouble with them. 
Their relationship is a little complicated.” 
Gloria nodded as she looked at Bryson with a serious look and said, “That’s easier. In 
fact, you can ask Nydia to go to court. I’ll tell her what to do. And you will win the case 
for sure. And it will also allow her to gain experience through this lawsuit.”  

 


